North Korea Will Never Give
Up Its Nuclear Weapons
WASHINGTON – The sudden White House announcement about a May
Summit meeting between US President Donald Trump and North
Korean leader Kim Jong-un has taken Washington and the world
by surprise. It is not clear what the American game plan is.
Until not too long ago the U.S. policy regarding North Korea
seemed to be sanctions, and more sanctions. No talks. In fact,
Trump himself, a while ago publicly declared that negotiations
would lead nowhere.
Trump “forced” Kim to negotiate?
Now, the improvised White House narrative is that Mr. Trump’s
tough actions –the new round of sanctions, plus threats to
destroy North Korea– have “forced” Kim to ask for direct talks
which could entail “denuclearization”. If you believe all
this, then it follows that Trump managed to bend North Korea.
Do not count on denuclearization
Still, beyond the surprise announcement of this May Summit, my
assessment is that this opening, however startling and
significant it may be, (it would be the very first such
encounter between the leaders of these two nations,
technically still at war with each other), it cannot possibly
mean that the North Koreans are truly willing to negotiate the
end of their nuclear program.
And for a very simple reason. North Korea is a semi-failed
state in which most people are close to starvation. It has no
real economy, and no prospect of creating a viable one under
this medieval, cruel and bizarre dictatorship.

Korea has nuclear weapons –and nothing else
The only real asset that North Korea has is its nuclear
weapons, now combined with an increasingly more modern panoply
of ballistic missiles which may be capable within a short
period of time to enable the rogue state to deliver nuclear
weapons as far as the East Coast of the United States. America
must take notice of North Korea for this very reason. Because
it represents a potentially serious national security threat.
Well, precisely for this very reason, nuclear weapons being
all that North Korea has to be taken seriously by the rest of
the world, I cannot see any scenario under which Kim will give
this huge –in fact only– real asset away. He will not, even if
promised in return American technologies, food aid,
substantial financial aid and all sorts of political
reassurances that the US will sign a peace treaty, that
America will never attack them, and what not.
Simply stated, North Korea’s standing in the world, such as it
is, is due only to its ability to threaten other countries
with incredible destruction, including the United States.
Without nuclear weapons, North Korea is like Sudan, or the
Central African Republic: an inconsequential, impoverished
state with no real future and no prospects.
What is the point of this May Summit?
I have no idea as to what Kim may have in mind by offering
these talks with President Trump. Of course, if we just focus
on the optics, to be face to face with the leader of the U.S.
will be a huge public relations coup for Kim. He will be able
to say that finally he is a recognized as the supreme leader
of a world power. However, when it comes to what a bilateral
negotiation may bring, I am not too optimistic.
Kim will not give up his nuclear arsenal
America (and the world) wants North Korea to ultimately give

up its nuclear weapons, its missiles and all its nuclear
facilities. But this is all they got. Even if promised a lot,
the North Koreans will not give up their membership in the
nuclear club.

